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Abstract
The article evaluates the extent to which estate garden allotments in the Federated Malay States (FMS) contributed to the socioeconomic development of Tamil labourers from the opening of the 20th century until 1941. By the late nineteenth century, the British government had initiated an immigrant agriculture policy in response to the need of preserving sufficient labour force to service the industrial economy. The extensive development of rubber industry from the early twentieth century, however, led to the permanent revocation of the policy, considering extensive immigration of large numbers of Tamil labourers was guaranteed through the Tamil (later, Indian) Immigration Fund Ordinance. Nevertheless, the policy did resurface from time to time during periods of economic recession following the First World War from 1917 and the Great Depression in the 1930s. It was when industrial slowdown compelled the British administration and rubber capitalists to preserve as many labourers as possible. The strategy was to induce them in undertaking allotment farming, which was embodied in the 1928 Labour Code. This article serves a twofold purpose. First, to analyze the extent to which the allotments on selected estates were able to alleviate the socioeconomic problems of the Tamils and; secondly, to evaluate the possibility of their transforming into agriculturalists and small-scale food vendors. The final part highlights allotment units, foodstuff cultivation and livestock farming as essential ingredients required for the socioeconomic functioning of estate agricultural allotments.
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Introduction
For quite a long time in the writings of the history of agricultural development and underdevelopment in the Federated Malay States (FMS), the emphasis among scholars has often been in the various economic and social aspects relating to the primary industries, namely tin and the comparably more successful rubber.1 In all fairness, both sectors undoubtedly characterized a major segment of nineteenth and early twentieth-century Malaysian economic history owing to their role in stimulating substantial amount of capital inflow, extensive land opening, infrastructural growth, revamps in labour immigration policies, and even structural changes to the political environment.2 The economic policy of the British administrators in the Malay states to bring about a rigorous development in both sectors, particularly rubber, saw as a result the concentration of state machineries and economic resources solely for the development of both industries. This created not only an environment of dualistic economic growth but also extreme socioeconomic disparity between the capitalist and administrative classes and the immigrant labour and native peasant classes, where the latter were the least privileged groups.3 In the midst of intense development of
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capitalist agriculture represented chiefly by rubber development from the early twentieth century, small-scale, farming-level agricultural activity involving both groups was also taking place at the same time in the country. As the historical roles of the Malay peasants and their agricultural endeavors are well documented, existing works pay only scant attention to that of the immigrant labour force. This article is thus chiefly concerned with the involvement of the south Tamil working-class, who were recruited to service the rubber industry, in undertaking agricultural initiatives and the extent to which their socioeconomic deprivation was alleviated as a result.

The historical backdrop for the matter in question is traceable to the economic environment of the FMS from the late nineteenth century. By 1895, the FMS administration had implemented a peasant agricultural policy in order to attract and encourage peasant agriculturalists, mainly among the Malays and, to a lesser extent, immigrant settlers to open up agricultural lands and cultivate subsistence food crops. The basic purpose of the policy was, purportedly, to provide a platform for the settlers to fulfill their daily needs and produce marketable food crops for local supply. As far as the immigrants are concerned, there was an economic angle attached to the policy; by encouraging immigrants particularly of the labour class to settle on lands, it was hoped that they would one day provide useful labour for future industries. In addition to this, the FMS government wanted to also create a stable population of peasant agriculturists because the value of agricultural exports was considerably lower than the total export value of the mainstay tin industry. By promoting peasant agriculture, the administration wanted to transform a substantial number of local Malays into agriculturalists to cultivate paddy for their own dietary needs and that of the increasing number of immigrant labourers. The administration also hoped to increase the influx of immigrant labourers of agriculturalist potential through the liberal immigration policy of 1891 so that they could be utilized, whenever necessary, for local food production. It therefore quickly became the general preference of British administrators that only immigrants, including labourers, among bona fide agriculturalists should be recruited and granted agricultural lands.

Due to the said preference, in addition to the local Malays, the FMS administration also encouraged those among the “other Malaysian” immigrants to establish a peasant agricultural base by the late nineteenth century. The British hoped to induce the immigration of “Malaysian subsistence farmers (from the Archipelago)” to settle on agricultural lands “with their families” through a liberal immigration policy. Mainly to reduce Malaya’s dependence on Siam for rice importation, the administration wanted to encourage them to take up domestic food production by settling on agricultural lands. The ultimate purpose was to create a population capable of cultivating subsistence crops (to fulfill their dietary needs) and marketable food crops (for local supply). As mentioned earlier, it is also not unlikely that the policy was thought to create a reusable labour reservoir in the long run.

In line with this policy, in the early 1900s, the FMS government briefly contemplated the granting of land as an incentive to settle south Indian labourers, mainly among the Tamils, who were recruited to plantations. The large-scale distribution of labourers through the Tamil (later, Indian) Immigration Fund Ordinance from 1907, however, prompted colonial administrators to abandon the initiative from ever becoming a statewide policy. The responsibility was now passed to private estates to allocate land allotments for their labourers if they wanted to preserve them for future labouring. In order to preserve their labour, the strategy used was that the socioeconomic position of the Tamil labourers was to be stabilized by allowing them to conduct subsistence farming. Those unemployed during the post-First World War economic recession were particularly expected to undertake expedient socioeconomic measures – mainly foodstuff cultivation on estates for vegetable supply. In the
wake of the Great Depression in the 1930s, a stable population of labourers was urgently required for post-recession industrial use. The FMS government subsequently pushed estate managements to grant garden allotments to preserve as many Tamils as possible. The Labour Code was subsequently amended in 1928, enforcing estate plantations to allocate $1/16$ of an acre for their labourers. Following that, rubber estates began opening up allotments for their labourers to cultivate subsistence food crops by initiating subsistence-level agricultural cultivation. Garden allotments became the main recourse for planters with labourers who refused repatriation during the Great Depression. During this period, the Labour Code was actively enforced to ensure agricultural lands were allocated so that the produce of the lands could provide them an alternative source of income for them to stabilize their position on estates.

However, well-cultivated estate gardens were only not many in numbers. It is with the few several notable gardens that this article wishes to concern itself with. Four experimental Tamil estate gardens established in the period 1919-1941 are selected for this purpose, namely the Dindings (Perak), Sungei Ujong (Negeri Sembilan), Permatang (Selangor) and Rubana (Perak). These garden allotments received the attention of the Labour Department and the Department of Agriculture for being exceptional in terms of anticipated future success and longevity. As such, they offer appropriate case studies for the article to undertake its more specific purpose of evaluating to what degree garden allotments benefited the settlers, or in other words, the labourers themselves, in fulfilling their socioeconomic needs and upgrading their position into small-scale agricultural vendors.

**Socioeconomic Functions of Estate Garden Allotments**

**Dindings Coconut Estate, Perak**

The Dindings Coconut Estate, located in the coastal district of Dindings in western Perak (originally in the Straits Settlements) was among the earliest to establish garden allotments for the south Indian labourers. The labour force consisted mostly of the Tamils, who had been recruited in large numbers by the turn of the twentieth century when plantation agriculture took off in the district. In responding to the government’s call for the enlargement of the subsistence base of the country – mainly due to unemployment and food crisis during and following the First World War – the Dindings estate management decided to establish agricultural gardens for their labourers to grow subsistence foodstuff. It was decided to be an experiment, however, in order to identify appropriate crops to be cultivated by the Tamils for subsistence living. The ultimate intention was to retain sufficient labour force on the estate.

Although the exact year of their establishment is unknown, the gardens were likely established between 1913, when the volume of Malayan export trade showed a decreasing trend, and 1916, when the government attempted to promote the cultivation of staple foodstuff on estates due to rice shortage. In 1916, the Dindings Estate attempted to grow wet paddy on the estate’s clay alluvial soils using the labour of the Tamils. Unfortunately, due to their limited knowledge of paddy cultivation, the attempt did not take off as expected. Alternatively, the Tamils cultivated fresh vegetables on their garden allotments. Some even managed to sell their surpluses. In 1917, the labourers took an initiative to cultivate millet (*kelvaragu* in Tamil) in their spare time. Compared to other, they had greater inclination for millet planting, as they had already been accustomed with this particular cultivation in south India. Evidently, according to W.S. Cookson, there was no difficulty in persuading the
Tamils to plant millet, as their eagerness was high.\textsuperscript{17} Millet harvesting was then carried out on estate accounts. Since the planting of millet was successful, additional efforts were made in the growing of other foodstuff on the gardens. At one point, nearly all male labourers were called for and were given small plots of land for the cultivation of young coconuts in their spare time.\textsuperscript{18} However, coconut planting was only fairly successful, as millet was still their preferred crop. Their penchant for millet cultivation explains why the labourers did not undertake livestock keeping.

Bearing in mind of the economic recession at that time, two reasons could have motivated them to undertake subsistence agriculture on garden allotments. Firstly, a number of them might have thought of earning additional income on top of their wage. The gardens were their only source of income, especially for the unemployed ones. Secondly, they were able to trade self-grown millet for other staple foods, mainly rice, which soar high due to food shortage.\textsuperscript{19} By facilitating them to conduct millet trading and a simple form of barter exchange for rice, the socioeconomic position of the south Indian labourers was therefore strengthened, and subsequently the labourers were preserved.

Over time, the production of millet surprisingly reduced the requirement for rice among the labourers on the Dindings Estate. As millet was proven to be economical, the estate management provided further assistance for their labourers to cultivate the crop. It once purchased 7 stone-grinding mills of the Tamil type at $5 each and were distributed free of charge to the labourers.\textsuperscript{20} With the help of this machine, they were able to grind enough flour on weekends for regular consumption. As a result, most were able to spare enough time daily for its preparation before leaving for estate works. They were also able to familiarize themselves with a systematic manner of production by learning to operate grinding machines. Millet in general was one of the crops suggested for cultivation on estates where Tamil labourers worked, as it could be easily grown and was as high in dietary value as rice and long lasting.\textsuperscript{21} It was therefore a highly suitable supplementary food item over rice, which was subject to rationing due to the recession.\textsuperscript{22}

Millet produced on the Dindings estate was sold among the labourers at a price not exceeding 20 cents per gantang.\textsuperscript{23} As a result, the estate management was able to reduce the cost for imported rice and successfully absorbed the Tamil labourers into adopting subsistence cultivation, particularly millet, to overcome food shortage. They also earned additional income by selling vegetables.

However, there were some problems that inhibited the labourers from sustaining their cultivations on the allotments. As they were only used to simple millet cultivation, the labourers were not able to adopt the more methodical approach suggested by the estate management. For example, they found it difficult to undertake post-planting care and maintenance. The labourers also faced difficulty in ploughing the land and almost always failed to keep the land properly weeded. They were then instructed to cultivate in groups under the constant supervision of the estate manager. Lands were thoroughly dugged and seeds were raised in nurseries and transplanted on the plots. Their plots were surveilled by watchmen who were also tasked to keep off birds and pigs. However, the planting of millet was seasonal in nature. The labourers would have likely reverted to estate labouring in the 1920s when the price of rubber rose.\textsuperscript{24} Presumably, the allotments might have been gradually abandoned by 1935 when the settlers were probably repatriated together with thousands of Tamil workers from June 1930 during the Great Depression.\textsuperscript{25}
Sungei Ujong Estate, Negeri Sembilan

Sungei Ujong Estate was a rubber plantation owned by the United Sua Betong Rubber Company. In the wake of the Great Depression in 1930-1932, the management predicted that a large number of its labour force might not be needed for the time being. It however suggested that there will be a huge demand for south Indian labourers after 1935. As an early precaution, the Tamil Colonisation Scheme was launched to establish a settled population of labourers on the estate. It was planned and supervised by Graham Henderson with the assistance of Captain L.D. Gammans. The experiment, first mooted in July 1932, consisted of a total of 585 acres of land alienated for smallholding experimentation for a 3-year lease period and a rent of $1.50 per acre per family of existing Tamil estate labourers. The entire block was pegged out into 2-acre plots. Each labourer would receive 2 acres in the first instance. Another 2 acres were to be reclaimed and cultivated with paddy. Although Ganapathy, the management’s chairman, agreed to the plan, the other directors doubted the actual capability of the labourers in working out four to five acres of agricultural lands. Henderson clarified that the smallholdings were to encourage the permanent settlement of the Tamil labourers and that even if they refused or unable to work on the estate their children could replace them in the future.

It was initially opened up on some 230 acres of lands in 1933 and was directed and controlled by the management committee consisting of the Co-operative and Agricultural Officers. On special consideration, each labourer with family dependents was allocated up to 5 acres of land for cultivation and house erection. These were intended to be of use for the subsequent generation of labourers so that they could be permanently settled on the estate. At the end of 1935, 29 settlers and their families succeeded in opening up and cultivating an area of about 80 acres. Ten houses were erected and fully occupied. The dried, lalang-filled and partly swampy lands were not suitable for rubber or cocoa cultivation but ideal for coconut and coffee cultivation. Seeds to plant arecanuts, coconuts and fruit trees were obtained from the Serdang Experiment Station. Selected strains of coffee were also raised in the nursery set-up on some allotments.

The FMS Labour Department opined that the garden allotments on the estate were poised to fully develop in the future. Unfortunately, the outcome was on the contrary. At first, a total of 30 families had wanted to take up 241 acres. In 1934, 28 families settled on 77 acres. In the same year, one settler absconded to India and 7 smallholders withdrew from the scheme. By 1935, out of the 29 settlers and their dependents, who were expected to cultivate a total of 80 acres, only 10 settlers ended up cultivating a total of 70 acres. By the end of 1936, only 5 out of 10 members settled and cultivated their allotments. Surprisingly, the Director of Co-operative Society of the FMS and Straits Settlements was quite optimistic in stating that it was nevertheless a successful land settlement scheme in Negeri Sembilan.

Generally, official view did not take into account the on-the-ground constraints faced by the settlers. The cultivable crops of arecanuts, coconuts and fruit trees did not provide sufficient staple foods for individual consumption and, therefore, could not be to fellow labourers. Additionally, the labourers were not able to undertake vegetable gardening and animal rearing due to the dry and swampy soil of the allotments. As a result, the settlers might not have lost the motivation to cultivate the crops, which they considered to be of little value for daily dietary consumption and for local sale. Another limitation was that the settlers were only able to acquire a lease of the land. As such, they were likely to be evicted by the management. Limited occupation tenure was, nevertheless, probably only a secondary
concern. The more pressing problem was the inconsumable and unprofitable food crops that they were required to cultivate on their allotments.

Despite of the problems, efforts were made to stimulate interest among the labourers to cultivate, but were to no avail when there was a rise in the price of rubber and wage rates. In 1936, there were only 14 leases of agricultural plots signed up by the labourers. Another problem that resulted in the underdevelopment of the allotments was the lack of water sources for continuous cultivation. The management of the Sungai Ujong Estate was evidently more concerned with preserving their labour force than to establish a well-planned labour agricultural settlement. One positive outcome from the scheme is that the incorporation of the labourers into the estate’s co-operative society enabled them to invest their savings and practice thrift living. However, the inability to harvest consumable and saleable crops explain why the labourers eventually lost interest in their allotments by 1935.

**Permatang Estate, Selangor**

The allotments on the Permatang Estate were notable labour smallholdings during the Great Depression in the FMS. The allotments were established on some 63 acres of alluvial and sandy loam, situated between the plantation area and the seashore, which was roughly one mile to the northwest of Morib. The establishment process commenced in November 1936. When it was proposed to set aside reserved lands for agricultural allotments, the Director of the plantation sanctioned a sum of money for jungle clearing. Lands unsuitable for rubber were allocated for the benefit of the aged members of the labour force wishing to retire, mainly the Tamils, and those who refused repatriation. They were to be settled on the estate to live with their family members. The scheme was initiated based on the idea of getting a number of non-labouring dependents (the aged ones) to take up blocks of agricultural lands to contribute extra income to their family. It was also designed to assist the unemployed ones. Some were descendants of the first batch of labourers who arrived at the estate. They had resided on the estate for more than 20 years and never once visited India. The allocated area was divided into one-acre blocks, each measuring 5 chains by 2 chains for the settlers to build houses and undertake subsistence cultivation. A quit rent of $0.25 was charged for each acre of land per annum.

Initially, the Tamil workers were not receptive to the scheme. The estate management had to provide encouragement for them to start up agricultural cultivation on the given plots. A drainage system was built and water was supplied through canals to each block of land; there was apparently no incidence of dispute among the labourers over water source. The estate also provided attap roofs for the labourers to build their houses on the allotments. They were, nevertheless, required to bear the overall cost ranging from $10 to $15 each. Attaps, for example, varied between $12 and $25. The piggeries and goat pens cost between $5 and $15. The management hoped that the labourers would take their own initiative in matters relating to cultivation and maintenance of their holdings. Nine labourers were successfully persuaded by an officer of the Co-operative Department to settle on the allotments. Chinese gardens, on the other hand, had been set up nine months before lands were allocated to the Tamils. They were built on three acres of land on which squatters were also opened. The Chinese garden allotments often served as demonstration plots for the Tamils to learn effective cultivation methods. The Chinese gardens also sometimes supplied seeds for the Tamil labourers’ gardens.
The Tamil workers were eventually persuaded to settle on allotments to undertake subsistence farming. In 1938, a total of 30 acres were opened up for cultivation and 5 acres reserved for grazing. By the end of 1937, there were 17 families residing on the allotments. The labourers and their dependents who lived in lines took up 12 holdings. It was estimated that the labour gardens comprised of 23 men, 21 women and 33 children. In 1938, there were 35 holdings of one acre each with 82 settlers. A total of 28 cheap cottages were also erected. Usually, the husbands would work the agricultural plots while the wives worked on the plantation. Relatives living in estate lines about 1 1/2 miles away would also help them cultivate the plots in the afternoons. As more individuals were available to contribute productive labour, the subsistence economy of the holdings was strengthened. Even in 1940, there were a total of 37 holdings on the estate. The non-labouring elderly labourers were also involved in cultivation. Social problems, such as loitering, quarrelling, and physical confrontation as well as theft were uncommon.

Permatang settlers cultivated vegetables mainly for their own consumption and for local sale. Apart from tapioca and sweet potato, other principle crops grown were sugarcane, claddies, chillies, brinjals, beans and millet. Rice, however, was purchased. The labourers did attempt to diversify their economic activities. Besides cultivating colocasia (ubi keladi), the labourers conducted livestock farming of pigs and goats for their meat and cows for their milk.

The wastes from those animals were used as livestock manure for their cultivations. Manure from the large herd of pigs was used for the cultivation of coconut and rubber trees. Each settler was also given female kids (young goats). After their holdings were planted up, it would be registered in a Goat Breeding Society, enabling a registered male goat to be obtained for breeding purpose. It was also reported that until 1940 each Permatang settler owned pigs and goats and cultivated their plots with mostly vegetables. Besides providing useful nutrients for the settlers and their dependents, milk and meat were sold off for extra income. Together with self-grown vegetables, their diet was presumably well balanced. It has been stated in the Labour Department’s Annual Report for the year 1937 that the health condition of the settlers was largely satisfactory with no cases of malnutrition-related diseases or any deaths due to chronic illnesses.

Pig rearing was especially encouraged, as this generated quicker profits. Cattle were fewer in number because of the high capital outlay required for their rearing. It was also costly to purchase the Indian and Siamese breeds. However, there was an intention to enlarge cattle herds to increase milk supply, especially since grazing grounds were readily available. Tapioca and sweet potato, apart for their own consumption, were also used for feeding their livestock. The settlers sold pigs and goats to local buyers. In order to protect the settlers from being swindled by the buyers, the Permatang Estate management itself arranged the sale of pigs. In the early stages, the settlers also attempted poultry keeping. However, both the management and the settlers agreed that this had to be discontinued, as they often damaged the food crops on cultivated plots. According to Milsum of the Department of Agriculture, the Permatang settlers were better off rearing cattle and goats on the estate and penning them during the night.

By the end of 1936, the gardens were developed with the support of the estate management and the hardworking nature of the labourers. The Labour Department even recognized the experiment as one of the most interesting, promising, and instructive. The Department of Agriculture estimated that the overall revenue capable of being generated from
the holdings amounted to about $2,016. This amount did not include the total value of production, since the holders and their dependents consumed a portion of their cultivations.

Paton, the estate manager, mentioned that the profits generated from sale of allotment produce were as large as the savings of the settlers. The settlers also invested a portion of their savings into the estate’s co-operative society, which is said to be a well-organized one in the FMS. Another reason that contributed to the success of the Permatang allotments is the initiative taken by the labourers to learn useful cultivation techniques. The settlers, for example, participated in the Kuala Langat Agricultural Exhibition held in October 1938. During the event, they managed to win 9 out of the 17 prizes, despite only having had two days of notice on the commencement of the exhibition. This clearly indicates the level of preparedness of the labourers and that they had already been actively engaged in agricultural cultivation.

The lines and holdings were said to be mostly satisfactory and well kept to allow more room for agricultural cultivation. However, the drainage system was not up to the mark, calling for an immediate action by the management. The settlers built simple, weatherproof houses using mangrove poles (bakau), which they obtained from nearby swamps, and palmleaf panels (nibong). The floors were of the beaten-earth type plastered with cow dung. Some of the houses were designed in the form of cottages. Coconut trees were planted beside each house. This was where the settlers usually meet to discuss stock prices, problems in the neighbourhood and for social interaction in general.

Livestock farming, particularly pig rearing, is an important economic activity undertaken by the Permatang settlers. Moreover, the success of the allotments is almost solely due to livestock rearing. The labourers were very much able to reuse the wastes of their livestock as manure for their cultivation, thus saving them a substantial amount of money on expensive manure sold elsewhere. In his letter dated 17 October 1941, Paton mentioned that the estate kept livestock on a fairly large scale in the 1930s for the purpose of manuring coconut cultivation.

Table 1: Livestock on Permatang Labour Gardens from 1937-1940

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Livestock/Year</th>
<th>1937</th>
<th>193877</th>
<th>1940</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cattle</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goats</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fowls</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>Large number</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pigs</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Goats and cattle were evidently large in numbers in 1937, as shown in Table 1. However, the large number of fowls in the same year frequently damaged young crops. According to Table 1, the fowls reared in the gardens outnumbered all the other livestock between 1937 and 1940. This is despite the management had initially planned to discontinue poultry keeping. The settlers, however, still kept large number of fowls in 1938 and 1940. Comparatively, there were only 6, 13 and 12 cattle kept in 1937, 1938 and 1940 respectively.\(^7\) Cow dung was used as manure and for brick making. Since the majority of the settlers were Hindus, the cows were also used to obtain milk for own consumption, local sale and religious purposes.\(^79\) As an alternative to fowls, some of the settlers opted to rear ducks in the latter years. While the number of goats fluctuated in 1937 and 1938, it increased from 55 to 118 and dropped to 95 in 1940. The number of pigs increased from 114 in 1937 to 133 in 1938 but dropped significantly to 35 in 1940. Despite the decrease, pig rearing was still a profitable economic activity for the settlers.

Food crop production was essential in the socioeconomic development of the Permatang settlers. Together with accessible source of water, the allotments were ideally situated on alluvial soils and sandy loam to enable food crop cultivation. The physically more-abled settlers often requested large agricultural holdings and some were allotted up to two acres for foodstuff cultivation. Most of them cultivated vegetables and sold out their surpluses in neighbouring roadside market.\(^80\) Like the settlers of the Dindings Coconut Estate, the Permatang settlers preferred millet to rice as their staple food. But unlike the Dinding settlers, the Permatang settlers were likely able to purchase rice whenever required, considering the substantial additional income generated from livestock rearing. The amount of money received from market sales was also fairly substantial, as a sum of it was even re-invested into the estate’s Co-operative Society.

A setback, however, was that the labourers sometimes failed to properly preserve soil fertility, leading to crop failure. Although they were mostly receptive to the idea of subsistence and small-scale agriculture, as Paton indicated, no agricultural school was opened by the estate management to add to their knowledge on the various methods of cultivation.\(^81\)

A prominent feature of the Permatang allotments is the idea of conducting livestock rearing along with food crop cultivation.\(^82\) As manure was mostly obtained from self-grown livestock, the settlers were able to cut cost and and supplement their income by increasing the production of marketable agricultural outputs. Even as late as 1938, T. P. Sundaram, the Assistant Controller of Labour in Klang, acknowledged the Permatang allotments for its progress and noted that housings and side occupations should be arranged for former labourers.\(^83\) The successful development of the allotments led the FMS government to announce that it was keen to promote more such schemes by reducing the amount of rent required to open up additional lands.\(^84\) The Labour Department also advised managers of other estates to establish allotments on their estates based on those opened on the Permatang estate.\(^85\)

How the Permatang allotments fared in the subsequent years is, however, unclear. In an interview that Sandhu conducted with one Pongaivanam, son of a kangani who was in-charge of some pre-Second World War settlers on the estate, the labour gardens are said to have deteriorated during the Japanese occupation due to labour conscription.\(^86\)
Rubana Estate, Perak

Garden allotments for Tamil labourers were also established on the Rubana Estate, situated in Lower Perak and six miles from Teluk Anson. The estate was among the first – including the Sungei Tinggi and Bandar Estates – to be opened in the coastal areas of Perak. The precise year of the establishment of labour allotments on the estate is not recorded. The allotments were probably established between 1933 and 1935 in response to the Great Depression. As a matter of fact, their existence was mentioned in the 1937 Annual Report of the Labour Department, which also acknowledged that the allotments were successful experiments. The Labour Department once requested other estate managers to visit the Rubana smallholdings in 1936 to follow its model of opening “gardens between lines”.

The allotments were situated in a vast stretch of lands within the estate. Each labour lines was allotted a strip of land. The estate management allocated a total of 100 yards of land to develop quarters for labourers. Each working family was housed in a semi-detached building at the ground level. Each unit consisted of 5 detached buildings in a row where there were ten semi-detached cottages and each family had a bathing place inside the house. The allotments bordered with rubber trees and coconut trees on one side, as well as a railway track and a small cycling path on the other. It was K.H.C. Tobutt, the estate manager, who had decided to set aside agricultural lands adjoining the semi-detached houses. The agricultural lands measured 70 x 30 feet per family. The settlers took the responsibility of maintaining the houses, gardens and the whole living area.

A wide grass path with shallow concrete drainage separated the front portion and each row of the houses. Trees were planted in the middle. Drains were built to protect the gardens and cottage houses from flood during monsoon seasons and to keep the housing area dry during rainy days. When the drains failed to function properly, the settlers had to dig a scupper drain in their cottage gardens. These drains served as decks to remove water. In 1938, 94 people inhabited the holdings and most of the lands were cultivated. The management also anticipated an increase in the number of cottage houses and lands to accommodate 48 families by the end of June 1939. The garden layout adjoining the labour cottages in the Rubana Estate is as shown:

Picture 1: Layout Plan of Rubana Labour Gardens

The gardens were mostly hand-cultivated by the labourers using a hoe. This had a tendency to produce coarse tilth. To solve this, the labourers built a trenching system to prevent the upper lining of the soil from mixing with the subsoil. Initially, the method of bed formation was unsatisfactory. A 4-feet wide bed typically found in Chinese market gardens was used as a standard measurement model for the Rubana garden allotments. Since the soil was moderately fertile and consisted of alluvial clay, it was ideal for vegetable cultivation.

Crop rotation did not take place because each garden cultivated several types of vegetable crops at once. As such, barter exchange between two families was not required, as each was able to self-supply. The fact that Rubana settlers “took pride” in their cultivations suggests that the allotments functioned more as individual family units. That is not to say simple exchange between families never took place. The availability of various types of crops could have encouraged them to practice sharing. Barter activity was, nevertheless, not obligatory and self-sufficiency was the dominant feature. Each family practiced intercropping to suit their dietary needs. Leguminous crops were also grown and its nitrogenous compound was a valuable organic fertilizer.

Rubana settlers also engaged in the rearing of cattle and goats. Their wastes were used as organic fertilizers to improve aeration and tilth and to produce healthy agricultural produce. The estate management also distributed organic fertilizers and quality seeds. Labourers and their younger dependents were induced to conduct crop cultivation by encouraging them to attend demonstrative plots to learn cultivation methods and bed formation. Additional gardens were attached to cottages for demonstration. Two series of beds were raised and maintained and subsequently cropped based on simple rotation. The estate management supervised the labourers from time to time.

The physical arrangement of the cottage and the garden layouts contributed to the sustainability of the Rubana garden allotments. The settlers were very much able to perform farming near their lines. Every garden was fenced off by wire netting to prevent theft. The short distance between the gardens and nearby residential cottages encouraged labourers to work their agricultural lands on a regular basis. Although the money spent by the estate management for the cottage lines and labour allotments outweighed that required for the construction of labour lines, the output generated from the agricultural gardens made up for the expenditure. The total agricultural produce of an average labour garden was worth up to $2 per month and about $6,000 for the entire labour force per annum.

Rubana settlers were considered healthy and contented due to their diet consisting of vegetables and legumes, which the labourers planted. Their health condition was a major concern for the management. Although initially the management showed reluctance, it soon expended substantially on mosquito eradication. This greatly reduced the spread of mosquito-transmitted diseases among the settlers. As a result, the labourers were able to engage themselves more regularly in crop cultivation without having to hold it off. This, in turn, promoted development to the extent that the Labour Department in 1938 reported that the allotments were some of the most successful ones.
Socioeconomic Indicators of Estate Garden Allotments

Allotment Units

The extent of sustained development of the four agricultural holdings of Tamil labourers was partly conditioned upon the availability and usability of their allotment units. Agricultural allotments were essentially economic units for labourers to settle on and survive by cultivating subsistence foodstuff, especially during prolonged periods of unemployment. Estates usually allocated $\frac{1}{16}$ of an acre to their labourers for the purpose, as stipulated in the 1928 amendment of the Labour Code. Nevertheless, there were some estates that were willing to allocate larger allotments. As proven in the case of allotments on the Permatang and Rubana estates, those ranging between subsistence and small-scale commercial size provided sufficient room for the settlers to build cottages and pens for livestock farming. Reasonably-sized, economically-viable allotments also contributed to an increase in agricultural outputs, therefore capable of not only fulfilling the immediate subsistence needs of the labourer and his dependents but also enabling him to market the surplus to supplement his income.

However, it ultimately depended on the efforts of the labourers to put the allotments into effective use. The lack of agricultural undertakings on the agricultural allotments on the Sungei Ujong from 1933 to 1935 was due to the settlers’ reluctance to cultivate non-staple and non-economical crops. They considered their allotments to be economically unremunerative even when they were unemployed and in the midst of food shortage during the Great Depression. By comparison, the Permatang and Rubana settlers utilized their holdings to the fullest extent by cultivating staple crops and rearing livestock.

The agricultural sustainability of a labour allotment was also influenced by the social relationship among the settlers themselves, as this provided a strong socioeconomic foundation. As individual/family allotments constituted the basic component of the larger settlement of labour gardens, the interaction among the labourers was a form of social capital highly essential for the community to function effectively. For example, the short distance between the allotments on the Rubana estate allowed for constant interaction, most likely during foodstuff exchange and casual gathering. Simple chitchatting also instilled a sense of belonging among the labourers. In short, an animated environment enabled them to work more of their allotments.

Additionally, the accessibility of allotments to nearby towns and plantation workplace were crucial for the successful development of agricultural activities. Plots that were near the main roads or water sources, as in the case of the Permatang allotments, were helpful for the labourers to transport their products to the nearest market and to ensure proper irrigation. Having said these, the physical characteristics of allotments alone would not be of great use without viable agricultural activities. Foodstuff cultivation and livestock farming are noticed to form another two essential ingredients for successful agricultural allotments.

Foodstuff Cultivation

The success of estate allotments during the post-First World War recession and the Great Depression depended on the extent to which these were able to provide consumable foods for the Tamil labourers and their dependents and surpluses to be sold off. The Food Production Enactment of 1918, which was passed to regulate rice production, attempted to promote foodstuff cultivation on estates in the FMS during the period of food shortage. The
labourers were induced to stay on estates by cultivating their own vegetables or any type of food crops rather than having to rely on outside suppliers and the estate management.\textsuperscript{113} For this purpose, the Controller of Labour commissioned the establishment of a committee (between the post-First World War recession and the 1930s) to study the appropriate crops to be cultivated by the Tamil labourers.\textsuperscript{114} The vegetable crops recommended to be grown on their allotments are as shown:

Table 2: Selection of Suitable Crops to be Cultivated on South Indian Labourers’ Garden Allotments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SELECTED VEGETABLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beans and Peas – Cluster Bean (Kottavarai), Cow Pea (Paythenkai), Egyptian Kidney Bean (Avarakai), Four-angled Bean (Murukavarai), Groundnut (Nella-kadalai), Lima Bean (Seemai-motchhai), Pigeon Bean (Thovarai), Soya Bean (Malai thuvarai) and Sword Bean (Valavarai)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuberous and Root Vegetables – Elephant Yam (Karak-kavanai), Greater Yam (Valli-kelangu), Lesser Yam (Kodi-kelangu), Jerusalem Artichoke, Sweet Potato (Sakkara Valli-kelangu), Tapioca (Maravalli-kelangu), Taro (Shepang-kelangu), and Yam Bean (Tani-uttankelangu)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gourds and Pumpkin – Bitter Cucumber (Pava-kai), Bottle Gourd (Sura-kai), Cucumber (Vellari-kai), Loofah (Pekan-kai), Pumpkin (Parangi-kai), Snake Gourd (Podalan-kai) and Wax Gourd (Vella Pusani-kai)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruits Vegetables – Brinjal (Kathiri-kai), Chilli (Milagai), Lady’s Fingers (Vendi-kai) and Maize (Makka cholam)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaf and Stem Vegetables – Amaranth (Pungkirai), Ceylon Spinach (Pasali-keerai), Chekur Manis (Thavasai murunggai), Horse-Radish Tree (Murunggai), Onion (Vengayam), Shallot (Sinna-vengayam) and West Indian Pea Tree (Agathi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flavoring and Seasoning Herbs – Ginger (Inji), Lemon Grass (Servi pullu) and Turmeric (Manjal)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


More specifically, the committee reported that food crops such as banana, brinjal, Ceylon spinach, chekur manis, chilli, coriander, cucumber, lady’s fingers, onion and sword beans were highly suitable to be cultivated on labour allotments.\textsuperscript{115} All but one of the four garden allotments discussed in the article are noticed to have cultivated their gardens with some of those crops specified by the committee. The gardens, in turn, exhibited
socioeconomic stability and the settlers had an opening to venture into small-scale foodstuff vending.

An exception would be the gardens on the Sungei Ujong estate. The allotments were the least successful of the four experimental allotments. By comparison, the gardens were not established for the cultivation of any of those recommended food crops shown in Table 2. This settlement was practically ill-conceived, as the unavailability of consumable staples and lack of opportunity to generate income meant little motivation for the labourers to cultivate their allotments. Instead, they would have preferred wage employment. The two criteria of foodstuff cultivation – consumability and saleability – were especially essential to provide food security for the labourers to sustain themselves during periods of unemployment.

Betel leaf cultivation, for example, possessed much economic value. In 1937, V.S. Sastri, a leader of the Indian Liberals who visited Malaya to investigate the conditions of south Indian labourers, mentioned that on some estates south Indians, mostly the elders, were fond of chewing betel leaves. Apart from consumption, a portion of these was also sold. Betel vine was also said to be one of the most profitable products on estates.116

On some estates, furthermore, labourers also sold their leftover vegetables to nearby toddy shops. Labourers who were habitual drinkers and who typically failed to cultivate their plots had to purchase foodstuffs from fellow labourers who did cultivate. By establishing an economic network among themselves within the estate environment, labourers of successful estate garden allotments such as on the Permatang and Rubana had the opportunity to transform themselves into becoming small-scale food sellers.

The Department of Agriculture also made an attempt to establish school gardens with a view of exposing the profitability of agricultural cultivation among the Tamil children on estates. It wanted to inform them that, contrary to common perception, farming and animal husbandry were not harmful to their dignity and self-respect, but were profitable economic activities.117 In an instance, a Field Staff from the Department of Agriculture assisted the Education Department in conducting these school gardens.118 The Department also conducted the Annual Agricultural Shows, which was a platform for the Tamil labourers to exhibit and market their products. It was expected that ultimately the encouragement would lead to the creation of a more stable population of local-born Tamil labourers.

A major stimulus for the Tamils to undertake food crop cultivation was the availability of seeds. Specifically in the case of the Sungei Ujong estate labour gardens, seeds were obtained from the Serdang Experimental Station. In the case of the Permatang labour holdings, seeds were obtained from Chinese agricultural gardens. The availability of seeds was a crucial motivating factor for the labourers to promptly clear lands and open up allotments, as proven in the case of the Permatang settlers.

Long-term foodstuff cultivation on labour allotments was also conditioned by the regular practice of crop rotation. This was practiced by the Rubana settlers, who grew different crops for their daily consumption.119 Another indication of socioeconomic progress can be seen in terms of good dietary balance owing to the consumption of self-cultivated vegetables. As in the case of the Dindings and, to a lesser extent, the Permatang gardens, labourers were better off cultivating millet instead of rice. The amount of carbohydrate from millet was sufficient and therefore did not necessitate the consumption of rice in any large
amount. Besides millet, vitamins and minerals from vegetables and legumes also provided essential nutrients for the labourers.

Livestock Farming

Livestock farming was as important as foodstuff cultivation in promoting the development of labour allotments. One of the purposes of this particular activity was to reduce the import of goats for their meat. As suggested by H. Walker, the manager of Kampar Estate, labourers who reared animals on estates eventually contributed to a decrease in the importation of goats. Profits obtained from livestock keeping also increased the purchasing power of the labourers who bred livestock locally. For this purpose, the Veterinary Department in Selangor had encouraged the production and improvement of local livestock. Some estate managers in Perak made efforts to undertake estate grazing as well as improving the stock and method of livestock rearing particularly of cattle and goats.

The availability of natural manure through livestock farming provided essential organic material for successful food crop cultivation. As suggested by the Department of Agriculture, alluvial soils would be of no use for gardening purpose without adequate quantities of animal manure or compost. The Controller of labour also stressed the fact that successful allotments were indeed based on animal farming. The Department of Agriculture suggested that all agricultural allotments, with the exception of small vegetable allotments, included grazing reserves and livestock farming. Cattle rearing, pig keeping and poultry farming were supplementary economic activities that were encouraged to be conducted alongside vegetable gardening, as demonstrated in the case of the Permatang labour gardens; by providing manure for soil fertilization, the Permatang labourers were encouraged to grow more vegetables and other food crops.

During the Great Depression, animals reared on estates were also the source of useful nutrients for the labourers. While vitamin and minerals were obtained from vegetables, proteins and calcium were acquired from meat and milk respectively. As the majority of the Tamils were Hindus who refrained from consuming beef, they opted for chickens and goats for their meat. Eggs and fresh supply of cow milk were useful for children and infants. Moreover, with the availability of livestock, the labourers did not have to purchase meat from the market. These also provided surpluses for sale and, more importantly, own consumption in times of food rationing.

Like the case of the Permatang labour gardens, a herd of healthy cows in the Kampar estate were also useful in that they were able to milk out an average of 75 bottles of milk monthly. Each bottle had a market price of about 10 cents. A labourer could have earned approximately $7.50 per month. Cattle rearing and milk supply were certainly profitable economic activites for Tamil labourers with animal grazing ground attached to their allotments. Some Permatang settlers even rose to become small-scale milk and dairy products vendors. In the event of gardening activity turning unfeasible, a labourer could still survive with the production of dairy products. Livestock farming was, thus, valuable investment, but was highly dependent on the availability of sizeable allotment and the adoption of proper animal husbandry method.
Conclusion
Labour allotments owed their existence to the economic policy of the British administration and rubber capitalists to preserve sufficient labour force by allowing them to involve in short-term agricultural cultivations. Although considered to be a temporary socioeconomic measure, estates gardens proved valuable as labourers were provided with the opportunity of safeguarding their livelihood particularly during the Great Depression and consequent unemployment and food crisis. Prior to the official encouragement through the 1928 Labour Code, labour gardens were established as early as in 1917 on the Dindings coconut estate. However, the economic activity was limited to food crop cultivation particularly millet for own consumption, with no surplus production and livestock farming undertaken. Evidence of barter economy is also noticeably absent. The post-First World War rice shortage saw the Tamil labourers on the estate survived by growing millet to substitute rice. Established during the recession in the 1930s, the Sungei Ujong allotment gardens were recognized by the Labour Department as one of the most socioeconomically promising. In reality, however, the allotments did not take off as expected due to considerable lack of motivation among the labourers to cultivate agricultural crops, which were largely unsuitable for consumption. It also failed because the settlers had no prior experience in paddy cultivation. They were also unable to cultivate food crops on muddy and waste soils. The settlement was also practically ill conceived, as it was established without taking into account the actual capability of the labourers.

Of all the four estate allotments, only the Permatang and Rubana labour gardens exhibited remarkable socioeconomic progress. Evidences suggest a transformation of the Tamil settlers into becoming small-scale vendors. The reason is that these allotments were established on a stable economic foundation based on vegetable/food crop gardening and animal rearing. These activities not only provided them sufficient food for consumption but also enabled the sale of vegetable crops, milk supply and meat. Food crops were mainly used for own consumption and only sold when there was a surplus. Livestock such as pigs, cows, goats and cattle were considered valuable economic investments. Their rearing was a productive activity in the 1930s. Livestock farming, particularly, was a rewarding economic enterprise jointly undertaken by the labourers and their family members. Both elderly labourers and the younger ones contributed to the progress of the allotments on the Permatang and Rubana estates. Additionally, the history of the successful garden allotments discussed in this article suggests that sympathetic guidance and encouragement of the estate management was highly required.1 More importantly is the observation that the successful progress of labour allotments depended on three interrelated aspects, namely sizeable allotment units, consumable and profitable agricultural produce and livestock farming. The deficiency of any one aspect would ultimately lead to the collapse of the economic foundation of the gardens, consequently affecting the livelihood of the labourers.
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